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Song: Fishin  Worms
Artist: Heywood Banks
Album: Treated and Releasted
Written by: Heywood Banks
Tabbed out by: Robert Trail
rwtrail@evansville.net

FISHIN  WORMS

Chords used in the song:
E7: 076750 **(see below)
B7: 797877
A7: 575655
G7: 353433

** E7 part is played with an alternating bass note (played in 8th
notes) like this throughout the song (The shape is a C7 chord shape
slid up to the 7th fret). Play every E7 part like this:

-----0-----0-----0----0--------|
-----5-----5-----5----5--------|
-----7-----7-----7----7--------|
-----6-----6-----6----6--------|
--7--------X---7------X--------|
--------7-----------7----------|

Intro: 4 measures of E7

E7
Fishin  Worms, Fishin  Worms
Everybody s wishin  they had fishin  worms
B7
Find em in the garden, Turn over a rock
Slip em in your sandwich, put em in your socks
E7
Fishin  worms, fishin  worms

Verse 1:

A7
My big sister
G7
She don t care for my
E7             E7
fishin  worms

A7



Big ones, Little ones
G7
They scare her to
E7        E7
death

A7
She d make a chocolate Shake
G7
I d drop a couple in the
E7         E7
blender

A7
Now she s lookin  at
G7
me with baited
B7         B7 (hit one time and stop)
breath         from eatin 

Chorus 1:
E7
Fishin  worms, fishin  worms
Everybody s wishin  they had fishin  worms
B7
Do your English homework, Underline a word
Circle direct object and transitive verb with a
E7
Fishin  worm, fishin  worm
B7
Wrap em  round a cork screw, twist em  round some twine
Take em to the helth spa, so they can unwind
E7
Fishin  worms, fishin  worms

Horn solo: (same chords as verse 1)
A7 G7 E7 E7
A7 G7 E7 E7
A7 G7 E7 E7
A7 G7 B7 B7 (hit one time and rest)

Chorus 2: (same chords as chorus 1)
Fishin  worms, fishin  worms
Everybody s wishin  they had fishin  worms
Find em on the sidewalk, crispy as a chip
When your aunt comes over, chuck em in the dip
Fishin  worms, fishin  worms
Find em in the backyard, underneath some leaves
make em little dresses, just leave off the sleeves
Fishin  worms, fishin  worms

Verse 2: (Same chords as verse 1)
I like everything



you can think about
fishin  worms

Ooushy, gooshy, gooshy ones
Ones that wiggle and squish
There s only one thing
I don t like doing with
fishin  worms

That is of course
I hate to catch
fish.....I hate fish Just

Outro: (Keep playing the E7 part over and over for 7 measures)
Fishin  worms, fishin  worms
Everybody s wishin  they had fishin  worms
Fishin  worms, fishin worms....

(End with |E7 B7 E7--| You can just hit the low B note for that B7 if
you want.....then hold out the last E7.)

I saw Heywood live last month at the local Funny Bone Comedy Club. If
you get a chance, do yourself a favor and see him live, he s great!
Talked to him after the show too and he s super-nice! I was right in
front of the stage and watched him play this, so I m pretty sure it s
right. I had never seen a tab for any of his songs on-line....so I
thought I d be the first! :O) Feel free to send any questions or
comments to me. And be sure to check out Heywood s site:
http://www.heywoodbanks.com  N-Joy!!!!!


